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Kathy Dawley won’t forget last winter, 
with its relentless snow and ice.  One 
evening last February, she took her 
golden retriever, Brie, out for a walk but 
was suddenly racing to the Emerson 
Hospital Emergency Department (ED). 

“In the blink of an eye, I fell right at my 
front door,” recalls the Sudbury resi-
dent, who works as a writer and higher 
education consultant.  “I tried to get up, 
but Brie sat on my right leg.  I realized 
later she was preventing me from further 
injuring myself.  My husband heard me 
calling and, once we were inside, I knew 
it was serious.  The pain in my shoulder 
was so intense I could hardly see.”

When they arrived at Emerson, x-rays 
showed that Brie was right: she had dis-
located her right shoulder and suffered 
extensive injuries to the joint, including 

a fracture, torn ligament and torn rotator 
cuff.  Had she put weight on her right 
arm after falling, she could have caused 
further damage. 

A difficult procedure, performed with 
sensitivity

The care that started with Ms. Dawley’s 
devoted dog was surpassed at Emerson, 
where Gert-Paul Walter, MD, an emer-
gency medicine physician, saw her  
immediately.  “We were escorted into  
a room right away, and Dr. Walter came 
in,” she says.  “He was very kind, 
treated my pain and told me that I 
would need an orthopedic consultant.”

It was late when Paul Re, MD, an 
Emerson orthopedic surgeon who spe-
cializes in shoulder problems, was 
paged and began studying Ms. Dawley’s 

Emerson Hospital is an acute care medical center 
located in Concord with health centers in Groton, 
Sudbury and Westford. It is well known for its medi-
cal and surgical specialists, outstanding nursing care 
and patient-centered services, including the Clough 
Birthing Center, the Mass General Cancer Center at 
Emerson Hospital-Bethke, the Polo Emergency Center 
and the Clough Surgical Center.

www.emersonhospital.org

A Letter from 
Christine Schuster

Dear Friends:

As you read this issue of HealthWorks, we are 
busy constructing the new Center for 
Rehabilitative and Sports Therapies, which  
is scheduled to open at 310 Baker Avenue in 
Concord this spring.  As community residents 
—all ages and with a range of conditions— 
already know, our existing center is a complete 
success story.  The new center will expand  
to provide an even wider range of specialty  
services, including aquatic therapy.

The Robert C. Cantu Concussion Center, named 
for Emerson’s highly regarded neurosurgeon 
and nationally recognized concussion special-
ist, is an important addition.  Student athletes 
and professionals, including Patrice Bergeron 
of the Boston Bruins, have sought concussion 
treatment from Dr. Cantu.

Throughout the issue, you will read about area 
residents who trust Emerson to provide com-
plex care when it is needed.  That includes a 
woman carrying twins who received close, 
thoughtful care throughout her pregnancy and 
a young woman whose life has turned around 
thanks to cutting-edge treatment for chronic 
depression. 

Have a healthy winter, and consider starting 
the New Year by attending one of our Health 
and Wellness classes.

Christine C. Schuster, RN, MBA  
President and CEO

care as well as support
In an emergency,

Medical expertise is combined with kindness

Kathy Dawley’s dog, Brie, 
prevented her from further 
damaging her injured shoul-
der before she arrived at 
Emerson for treatment.
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x-rays.  “She had suffered one of the most 
painful and significant shoulder injuries 
there is,” says Dr. Re.  “Ms. Dawley required 
surgery to repair the damage, but first we 
had to perform a reduction—that is, return 
her shoulder to its normal position.”

Regardless of the technique used, and there 
are many, shoulder reduction is very painful 
and can even be traumatic.  “There has to  
be trust between the physician and the  
patient,” says Dr. Re, who soon arrived at 
the ED.  “I always tell people ‘you’re going 
to get better, your arm will function again, 
and you’ll be out of pain.’  Then I explain 
how we’ll get them there.”

“Dr. Re described the procedure to me  
carefully and said it was important for me  
to relax,” says Ms. Dawley.  “He asked if I 
know how to meditate.  I do, and I was able 
to focus in a way I never had before.  In that 
kind of situation, kindness and sensitivity 
make things exponentially easier.  I felt 
lucky and blessed to be in Dr. Re’s care.”

With Ms. Dawley lying down, Dr. Re and  
a nurse used equal forces of traction and 
counter-traction to gently coax her shoulder 
back into place.  “It was efficient and quick,”  
Dr. Re recalls.  “I think Ms. Dawley was 
surprised.”

She went home and returned the next  
morning for surgery.  “Each of her injuries 
required a significant repair,” says Dr. Re.  
“Later that day, Ms. Dawley went home 
wearing a modified immobilizer.  She was 
able to begin physical therapy four weeks 
later.”  Vivien Fiset, MS, PT, clinical coordi-
nator at the Center for Rehabilitative and 
Sports Therapies, worked with Ms. Dawley 
for several months.

Today, her shoulder is functioning well,  
as Dr. Re had told her it would that night in 
the ED.  “I think of Dr. Re and Vivien with 
loving gratitude—for their expertise and for 
their kindness,” says Ms. Dawley.

Team rallies to help Charlie and family

Michelle Schmidt still isn’t sure how her 
three-year-old son, Charlie, broke his leg 
while heading downstairs to the family  
playroom in their Concord home.  “I heard 
the boom and then the crying,” says  

Ms. Schmidt.  “Charlie wouldn’t stop crying, 
and he wouldn’t put weight on his leg.”

With her husband out of town, Ms. Schmidt 
packed up Charlie and Carter, her 20-month-
old, and dropped her five-year-old, Ellie, 
and her friend at a neighbor’s house.  “It was 
a long, painful ride to the Emerson ED,” she 
recalls.  But she got there; Charlie, under one 
arm, was screaming, as she pushed Carter’s 
stroller with the other arm.

Relief appeared in the form of Mallory 
Harrison, a member of Emerson’s Pediatric 
Intervention Team (PIT), who helped the 
family get settled.  PIT staff work with chil-
dren who are undergoing emergency treat-
ment or having surgery, medical procedures 
or a hospital stay to make the experience less 
stressful and to support family members.

“The Pediatric Intervention Team makes our 
lives easier, too,” says Al Virk, MD, the 
emergency medicine physician who quickly 
examined Charlie.  “It was obvious he had 
significant trauma to his leg, so we gave 
Charlie an injection of pain medication.”

Then Vicky Hopley, a member of the PIT 
staff, arrived with a coping kit—an age-ap-
propriate bag of therapeutic toys used to dis-
tract pediatric patients.  “Soon, Charlie was 

blowing bubbles,” says Ms. Harrison.  “I 
brought in a DVD player, Charlie selected a 
Scooby-Doo film, and he began to relax.”

The next step was to move Charlie to the 
x-ray area.  He managed to stay still, clutch-
ing a matchbox car from the coping kit and 
with his mother nearby, while Ms. Harrison 
stayed with Carter.  The x-ray indicated a 
fracture halfway down his shin.  “The frac-
ture was well-aligned, so he didn’t require 
surgery,” says Dr. Virk, who put the leg in  
a splint.  He later received a cast. 

Ms. Schmidt is pleased with the care and 
support that she, Charlie and Carter re-
ceived.  “Everyone kept me informed as to 
what was going to happen,” she says.  “If  
we have another emergency, we’ll go to 
Emerson.  The care is great, and the 
Pediatric Intervention Team is a wonderful 
feature.”

Looking back, Ms. Harrison says that 
Charlie’s successful ED treatment was a true 
team effort of medical care and emotional 
support.  “People rallied; they always do,” 
she says.  “It’s a combination of things that 
gets families through experiences like that.  
The coping kits help, and so do the DVDs, 
but the most important thing is when people 
realize we speak ‘children’ at Emerson.”

In an emergency,

After his treatment at Emerson, Charlie Schmidt 
(right), shown with his mother, Michelle, and 
brother, Carter, had a cast on his leg for four weeks.



Patrice Bergeron’s injury during a game in October 2007 
produced plenty of headlines.  The talented forward, in 
his fourth season with the Boston Bruins, was checked 
from behind, his head was driven through the end-
boards, and he lost consciousness.  After preliminary 
concerns that his neck was broken, the team physician 
determined he suffered a serious concussion—so seri-
ous that he missed the rest of the season. 

Seven years ago, concussions were just becoming a topic of interest.  
Professional athletes were still taking multiple hits and continuing 
to play.  “I was one of the first guys to have a big concussion,” says 
Mr. Bergeron.  “I was worried, because I wanted to get back out there 
and play as soon as possible.  But the symptoms were lasting way 
too long.”

That Mr. Bergeron regained his health, returned to play and has 
steadily progressed as a player—winning the coveted Selke Trophy 
twice, Olympic Gold Medals and a Stanley Cup Championship—is  
a testament to his talent, determination and, more importantly, the 
successful treatment he received.  That treatment was overseen by 
Robert Cantu, MD, neurosurgeon at Emerson Hospital, co-director  
of the Center for the Study of Traumatic Encephalopathy at Boston 
University School of Medicine and a nationally recognized concus-
sion specialist.  

Sports insiders have long known that Dr. Cantu’s decades of experi-
ence in diagnosing and treating concussion is unparalleled.  “When 
the Bruins told me they were sending me to see Dr. Cantu, I figured 
he was one of the best, if not the best,” Mr. Bergeron recalls.

“Dr. Cantu knows as much as anyone about concussions,” adds Kent 
Hughes, whose firm represents dozens of National Hockey League 
players, including Mr. Bergeron.  “He’s independent from the club, 

Cover feature | After a concussion, an impressive return to play
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Patrice Bergeron of the Boston Bruins suffered a 
season-ending concussion several years ago.  But 
it was not a career-ending one, thanks to Robert 
Cantu, MD, a nationally recognized concussion 
specialist.

After a concussion, 
an impressive return to play

Patrice Bergeron received the right treatment



so players really trust him.  When Dr. Cantu says you’re not at risk 
and can return to play, there’s greater comfort.  We fly hockey play-
ers from around the country to see him.”

A thoughtful treatment plan, carefully mapped

Beginning this spring, they will see Dr. Cantu at the new Cantu 
Concussion Center, where he will examine patients, order the  
required tests and develop a treatment plan that addresses symptoms 
and draws on a range of therapies.  “With the new center, we will 
have all the therapies under one roof,” he says of its location at the 
expanded Center for Rehabilitative and Sports Therapies at 310 
Baker Avenue in Concord.  Patients benefit from cognitive, visual, 
speech and vestibular therapy, as well as biofeedback and massage.  
In most cases, they must give their brains a rest and even stop using 
computers and other electronic devices, which can aggravate  
concussion symptoms.

Professional athletes have the added pressure of returning to help 
their team.  Mr. Bergeron has played with a broken nose and col-
lapsed lung, but he understood the gravity of his situation.  “Patrice 
is intelligent and wants you to give him all the information so that 
he can process it and make up his own mind,” says Dr. Cantu.  “He’s 
tough as nails and always eager to get back to hockey, but I knew 
from the beginning that Patrice wasn’t going to do anything stupid.”

“Dr. Cantu was good at explaining how the brain works,” says Mr. 
Bergeron.  “He put me at ease.  I knew it was a bad concussion, so I 
was willing to do whatever I needed to get better.”

Dr. Cantu set his expectations that the recovery wouldn’t happen 
overnight.  “He described the importance of being mentally ready to 
play,” Mr. Bergeron adds.  “You can’t be hesitant on the ice.”

“We mapped a careful treatment plan for Patrice,” Dr. Cantu ex-
plains.  “Once his concussion symptoms were gone, we designed his 
return-to-play protocol, starting with light aerobics, moving on to 
hockey-specific drills and finally to full scrimmaging in advance of 
the upcoming season.”

But when the Bruins made it into the playoffs that year, Mr. 
Bergeron wanted to play.  Dr. Cantu convinced him he would be  
vulnerable for an injury.  “The Bruins didn’t try to rush me back, 
and they listen to whatever Dr. Cantu says,” Mr. Bergeron notes.   
“I was disappointed to miss the playoffs that year, but I knew I was 
too young to jeopardize my career.  Dr. Cantu was right: I needed  
the entire summer to recover.”

An ongoing commitment to perfecting treatment

As clinicians at the Center for Rehabilitative and Sports Therapies 
know, many patients have a difficult time adhering to a treatment 
plan that asks them to slow down, physically and mentally.  “It’s not 
easy to give your brain a cognitive rest by not using your computer, 
for example,” says Jessica Gravel, PT, DPT, senior therapist.  “We 
understand it’s boring.  However, patients who listen to what we tell 
them heal more quickly.”

Physical therapy is effective at relieving the muscle spasms that 
many concussion patients experience.  “A concussion produces a 
chemical change in the brain that triggers muscle spasms in the neck 

Continued on page 14

When Emerson Hospital’s new 
Rehabilitation Center opened 
ten years ago, it was a spacious, 
light-filled, 6,800-square foot  
facility welcomed by staff and 
patients alike.  Since then, the 
need for physical, occupational 
and speech and language ther-
apy grew exponentially, and it 
soon became clear that the cen-
ter needed to expand or move. 

In fact, it is about to do both.  
The new center, slated to open 
at 310 Baker Avenue in Concord 
this spring, will comprise 
16,700 square feet to better  
accommodate the wide range  
of specialty services that are 
provided by an experienced 
staff known for their expertise.  

According to Terrie Enis, PT, 
MSPT, director of rehabilitation 
services, much of the center’s 
growth has resulted from its re-
sponse to the needs of commu-
nity residents.  “For example, 

my staff reported that many  
patients, regardless of the diag-
nosis, had balance problems,” 
she recalls.  “We began offering 
individualized physical therapy 
for people with balance prob-
lems, and we developed the 
Better Balance Clinic.”

After hearing the concerns of 
Emerson oncologists, Ms. Enis 
concluded it was time to offer 
more to patients with cancer.  
“We developed the Be Strong 
Cancer group—an eight-week 
exercise and wellness pro-
gram—and many of our rehab 
staff proceeded to become certi-
fied in the STAR® Program, 
which is the gold standard for 
cancer rehabilitation.  It  
addresses the needs of newly  
diagnosed patients, as well as 
cancer survivors.”

Similarly, individuals with 
Parkinson’s disease benefit from 

Continued on page 14
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Steady growth driven by the  
community’s needs

Center for Rehabilitative and Sports Therapies is a success story

Sandra Bissonnette of Hudson has balance therapy with Sylene Rapisardi, MSPT. 
The number of individuals needing balance therapy has grown steadily.



“I get on the scale every once in a while,” Mr. Garrett explains.  “But  
I already know that my waist size is smaller than when I was in high 
school.  Instead of a weight goal, I have fitness goals.”

Less than a year after his surgery was performed, he achieved one of 
those goals.  “By April 2014, I’d lost 100 pounds and ran the Boston 
Marathon,” he says.  “I trained all winter.  I was motivated by capturing 
that image of who I wanted to be.”

A decision to go for it

“Steve is a great example of how bariatric surgery can help open up 
someone’s life,” says David Lautz, MD, bariatric surgeon and medical  
director of the Emerson-Mass General Weight Loss Program.  He notes  
it is rare for someone to avoid the scale.  “Many of my patients weigh 
themselves too often.  I suggest they get on the scale only once a week so 
they’re not frustrated by hitting plateaus where they lose body size first 
and pounds later.”

That wasn’t an issue for Mr. Garrett, who says his pursuit of fitness is  
a return to being the person who played baseball, basketball and football 
in high school and college.  “When I was 19, I could run three miles 
without thinking about it,” he recalls.  “I was always active.”

That is, until he settled into his career as a product manager for a net-
work security company, got married and began raising a family.  Along 
the way, he steadily gained weight.  “I totally gave up, to where I 
couldn’t sit in a normal airline seat,” he says.  “I would fantasize about 
getting back in shape, but if I walked or biked too much, I felt pain in 
my knees and ankles.”

At one point, Mr. Garrett, who is 46, went on a diet and began working 
with a personal trainer.  “I dropped 20 pounds and gained it right back,” 
he recalls.  While on a business trip, he was inspired by an executive 
from his company who exercised each morning, but Mr. Garrett felt 

powerless to make any real change.

When Mr. Garrett’s wife, Stephanie, suggested 
they attend an information session about the 
Emerson-Mass General Weight Loss Program, 
he went but had no expectations.  However, 
two people who spoke that evening had an 
impact on him.  “First, Dr. Lautz spoke, and  
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Less than one year after 
his weight-loss surgery, 
Stephen Garrett ran the 
Boston Marathon. At 338 pounds, Stephen Garrett felt powerless to 

make any real change. 

If you ask Stephen Garrett how much he weighs, he doesn’t 
have an answer.  The Westford resident knows he weighed 338 
pounds before having weight-loss surgery at Emerson.  Unlike 
most people who have the surgery, he never had a target weight.

After weight-loss surgery, a focus on fitness goals

Back to being himself again
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I liked him immediately,” says Mr. Garrett.  “I could see how sharp he  
is and that he has a lot of confidence.  He told us that surgery is a tool—
just part of what you do to become healthy again.”

Next, a patient who had lost 150 pounds after having surgery talked 
about her experience.  “She said that having the surgery allows you to 
get back to being the person you know you are,” says Mr. Garrett.  “That 
resonated for me.  I decided right then to go for it.”

He decided to have the sleeve gastrectomy, which Dr. Lautz performed in 
May 2013.  “It was the right surgery for me, because I wanted the surgery 
to be non-reversible,” he says of the procedure, which reduces the size  
of the stomach to limit food intake.  “I was off pain medication in two 
days, was cleared to exercise two months later and never looked back.”

One fitness goal after another

Three months after his surgery, Mr. Garrett had lost 48 pounds and ran 
in a 5K race.  “Of course, I ran a 14-minute mile, which is slow, but I 
had started.”  His wife crafted a training plan to help him increase his 
physical capabilities without injuring himself.  

Nine months after his surgery, he ran his first half-marathon.  Two 
months after running the Boston Marathon, Mr. Garrett participated in  
a half-Ironman competition, which included swimming more than a 
mile, biking 56 miles and running 13 miles. 

What about nutrition for someone who takes on such feats of physical 
endurance?  “In terms of hydration and nutrition, we tell our patients to 
go slow,” says Dr. Lautz.  “Whether someone has had a sleeve gastrec-
tomy or a gastric bypass, they have a smaller stomach chamber and can 
distend it.  For example, after a sleeve gastrectomy, the stomach is one-
quarter its original size.”

Mr. Garrett says he is careful.  “I know what I can and can’t eat and how 
much.  If I’m running a marathon, I make sure to take advantage of the 
water stops.”  Moreover, he says his desire for sugary, high-carb foods is 
gone.  “My body craves healthy food now, and my brain chemistry needs 
exercise.  Also, I haven’t had a feeling of hunger since last summer.”

Many sleeve gastrectomy patients report the same thing, says Dr. Lautz.  
“It is likely due to the decrease in ghrelin, the hunger hormone, that  
occurs after a sleeve gastrectomy is performed,” he notes.  

For Mr. Garrett, the right surgery and attitude led to his successful 
weight loss and impressive level of fitness.  He has high praise for 
Emerson’s program and the staff who encouraged him.  “People who are 
overweight have the common thread of shame—as in, ‘I can’t believe I 
let myself go this far,’” he says.  “At Emerson, the staff are about helping 
you achieve your next milestone.  The people there are fantastic.”

They are inspired by the changed lives of their patients, says Dr. Lautz.  
“We don’t promise a cure,” he says.  “But we do have the best treatment 
available, based on the results of 15 years of gastric bypass surgery.

“I emphasize to patients that they must see the surgery as a tool.  We can’t 
change someone’s behavior; that’s their job.  Steve understands that.”

For those who are overweight,  
an exercise program that works

How do you get started on an exercise program if you’ve never exercised be-

fore?  What is the best way to begin to build muscle strength if you are more 

than 100 pounds overweight?  How long will it take for shortness of breath and 

joint pain to disappear?

Those are some of the questions that participants bring to the weight loss man-

agement exercise program, which is designed for individuals who are concerned 

about their weight, considering weight-loss surgery or already had the surgery.  

Kristen Wood, PT, who runs the program, says it doesn’t take long for partici-

pants to experience the positive impact of exercise.

“There are many exercises for individuals who are heavy, starting with using 

ankle weights while sitting in a chair and moving on to using hand weights, the 

treadmill, elliptical and StairMaster,” she explains.  “The exercises are based on 

the individual.  I make sure they won’t be frustrated by difficult exercises.”

For those with painful joints—a common occurrence in those who have been 

overweight for a period of time—non-weight-bearing exercise can turn the situa-

tion around within a few weeks.  “Using a stationery bike can build up sufficient 

muscles to support a painful knee or hip,” says Ms. Wood.  “With less pressure 

on the joint, participants often note that their pain has improved.”

The six-week program is currently offered at the Westford Health Center twice weekly 

and costs $300.  Upon program completion, participants can continue using the  

exercise equipment at designated times for $50/month. 

Kristen Wood, PT, shows a class participant how to exercise with ankle weights.

Watch Steve’s story at  
www.youtube.com/emersonhospital
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A happy twins experience
A good care plan, a full-term pregnancy and healthy baby girls

Amy Egan was seven weeks pregnant when an ultrasound 
exam revealed she was carrying twins.  “We were so excited,” 
says Ms. Egan.  “We had a feeling we were having twins 
based on an earlier blood test.”

The test showed a higher-than-normal hormone level.  “Two placen-
tas create extra hormones,” explains Christina Thomas, MD, one of 
the obstetricians at Concord OB/GYN Associates who cared for Ms. 
Egan throughout her pregnancy.  “However, those extra hormones 
can also result in severe morning sickness.”

In fact, Ms. Egan had a tough first trimester.  “I could barely eat any-
thing,” she recalls.  “Suddenly, at week 12, I could eat again.”

From there, it was pretty much smooth sailing, thanks to a plan  
of care aimed at keeping her healthy and checking the twins’ growth 
progress.  Because twin pregnancies are associated with prematu-
rity—delivering before 37 weeks—as well as gestational diabetes  
and other complications, she was scheduled for more visits than  
a single baby requires.

“At my first appointment, we reviewed the entire timeline,” says the 
Ashby resident.  “I understood I would have more frequent visits, in-
cluding with a maternal-fetal medicine [MFM] specialist.  I was very 
happy to hear that Dr. Smith from Brigham and Women’s Hospital 
has an office right across the street from Concord OB/GYN.”

Halfway through the pregnancy, her visits with Nicole Smith, MD, 
MPH, one of three MFM specialists from Brigham and Women’s 
Hospital on staff at Emerson, increased from monthly to weekly.  
“Twins have a little bit higher risk for having growth problems, so 
we check their growth closely,” says Dr. Smith.  “We worry about 
pre-term birth, so we monitor mom for any sign of prematurity. 

“I often wish we had a crystal ball at the beginning of a pregnancy 
that tells us when someone is going to give birth; it would relieve 
stress on families,” she adds.  “But we don’t, so instead we watch 
closely to make sure that the mother and babies are healthy through-
out the pregnancy.”

Full-term—and then some

Ms. Egan gained the weight her twins required and, by the third  
trimester, began slowing down.  “After working an eight-hour day as 
an accountant, all I could do was come home and put my feet up,” 
she says. Although she hoped to have a natural birth, by week 32 it 
was clear that a cesarean birth would be safer, based on the position 
of the babies.  “I was scheduled for a c-section on July 1, but my doc-
tors all said it wasn’t likely I’d last until then,” she says.  If she did, 
it would mean she carried the twins for 38 weeks—one week longer 
than a full-term pregnancy, something that rarely occurs with twins.

At 36 weeks, Ms. Egan’s mind turned to caring for two babies at 
home.  She and her wife, Jesse, attended “Getting Ready for 
Multiples,” a class held at Emerson.  “Dr. Thomas had twins, too,  
so I felt I could ask her any question I had,” she says.

“Patients who are having twins mainly want reassurance that they 
will survive,” says Dr. Thomas.  “They often tell me they’re worried 
about being home alone with two newborns.”

On July 1, in her 38th week of pregnancy, Ms. Egan gave birth to  
two healthy baby girls, each weighing around six pounds.  Jamie 
Bond, MD, a Concord OB/GYN obstetrician, performed the cesarean.  
“Dr. Bond was phenomenal,” says Ms. Egan, who spent four nights 
at Emerson.  “Because the babies, Kelsie and Kenzie, were full-term, 
they could stay in my room, not the special care nursery.”

“Why do some women with twins go only 28 weeks?  We don’t have 
the answer,” says Dr. Thomas.  “Amy’s body was able to carry her 
twins for 38 weeks, which is impressive.”

Ms. Egan says the outstanding care she received throughout her 
pregnancy continues at Pediatrics West in Groton, where the babies 
are followed by Susan Voute, MD, pediatrician.  “We have a lot of 
friends who’ve delivered at Emerson,” says Ms. Egan.  “We made  
the right decision.”

Amy Egan of Ashby 
went home with 
healthy twin girls.



•   Exercising with Arthritis

•   Nia 

•   Pilates Private Training Group

•   Qigong Classes: 

 –  Beginner and Intermediate/
Advanced

 –  Qiong Basics for Everyday 
Wellness

 –  Qigong Certified Instructor 
Training Program

•   Self-Defense for Adults, Teens & 
Children

 –  Seirenkai Jujitsu: Classes for 
Children Grades 1-5 and Middle 
School to Adult

 –  Seirenkai Karate: Class for High 
School to Adult 

•   Tai Chi Classes: for Beginners, 
Intermediate/Advanced and Kids

•   Tai Chi Basics for Everyday 
Wellness

•   Yoga Classes:

 – Gentle Yoga

 –  Mindful Yoga for Stress 
Management

 –  On the Ball Yoga Massage with 
Meditation

 – Yoga & Meditation

 – Yoga for Beginners

•   Zumba® Dance Workout for  
All Levels

•   Adaptive Yoga

•   Parkinson’s Movement: 
Healing Movement to Music for 
Parkinson’s and Movement- 
Related Disorders

•   LSVT® – BIGTM & Beyond

•   MS Movement: Healing 
Movement to Music for Multiple 
Sclerosis

•   Yoga of the Heart®

Healthy  Living Program
MAP & DIRECTIONS TO 310 BAKER AVENUE

Elm Street

Concord Turnpike

Main Street
ORNAC

CONCORD

Emerson 
Hospital

Baker Avenue 62

The Health & Wellness Center is located about one mile from  
Emerson Hospital.  From Route 2, look for signs to Baker Avenue 
Extension and then for the Concord Meadows Corporate Center, 
located at 300-310 Baker Avenue, which is on the right.  Drive 
through the parking lot; the center is located in the Emerson 
Health System building, next to Welch’s.  Parking is free.

Some classes are ongoing; you can join at anytime. If you would like to  
receive a printed copy of the calendar or have questions, please call 978-287-
3777. Unless otherwise noted, classes take place at 310 Baker Ave., Concord. 
Westford classes are located at the Emerson Health Center, Route 110,  
133 Littleton Rd.  We offer a 10 percent discount to those 65 or older. Before 
attending a drop-in session, please call to check if the class is being held. 

Some health plans provide fitness and wellness reimbursement benefits.  
Contact your health plan for details. 

300-310  
Baker Avenue 
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Special Exercise Programs

EXERCISE/MOVEMENT

      For complete class descriptions, or to register, 

please visit www.emersonhealthyliving.org or scan 

here.

Classes continued on next page

•   Art of Chinese Cooking with  
Joy & Chi

•   Gluten-Free, Low-Carb Baking

•   Low FODMAP Diet for IBS & 
Related Symptoms

•   Overcoming Sugar Addiction

•   Ultimate Rejuvenation Cleanse!

HEALTHY EATING/COOKING

Call 978-287-3777 for more information.
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•   Babysitting Training (10-13)

•   Comprehensive Baseline Concussion Testing

•   GirlPower!© Be Who You Are: Empowerment 
Workshop for Girls 8-11

•   Seirenkai Jujitsu for Children (grades 1-5)

•   Tai Chi for Kids (8-12)

•   Be Strong Cancer Exercise 
Program

•   Qigong

•   The Road Back: Healing 
Movement for Those in Recovery

•   The Healing Beyond Cancer Series: 

 – Living with Metastatic Cancer

 – Newly Diagnosed

 – Post-Treatment Workshop

•   Tong Ren Therapy

•   Yoga for Breast Cancer Recovery

•   Infant Care

•   Infant CPR Anytime®

•   Infant Development

•   Infant Massage

•   Soon to Be Grandparents

•   Comprehensive Baseline Concussion Testing

•   Fit to Bike Clinic: Flexibility & Strength Assessment for Cyclists

•   Golf Conditioning Clinic

•   Acupressure Points: Classes for 
Foot, Ankle & Knee Disorders; 
Hand, Wrist & Elbow Disorders; 
Spring, Summer and Fall Allergies

•   Acupressure Workshop for 
Parkinson’s and Movement-
Related Disorders

•   Hands of Light® Workshop

•   Healing Power of the Right  
Foods & Herbs

•   Human Energy Field/Aura:  
A Barbara Brennan Lecture

•   Reiki Training Classes: Level I 
Training; Level II Training

•   Tong Ren Therapy

INFANT AND CHILD CARE SPORTS MEDICINE

INTEGRATIVE THERAPIES

PREGNANCY AND CHILDBIRTH WEIGHT LOSS/NUTRITION

SELF-HELP/SUPPORT/LEARNING
KIDS AND TEENS

COMPLEMENTARY THERAPIES  
IN CANCER CARE

CENTER FOR REHABILITATIVE AND SPORTS THERAPIES  
AT WESTFORD HEALTH CENTER

| Healthy Living Program

•   Chinese Calligraphy for Relaxation  
& Fun!

•   East Meets West: A Musical, 
Meditative & Joyful Performance

•   Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction

•   Overwhelmed? 3 Steps to a Calmer Life

STRESS REDUCTION

•   Breastfeeding

•   HypnoBirthing® – The Mongan 
Method

•   Natural Childbirth

•   Prenatal Childbirth

•   Prenatal Yoga for a Healthier 
Pregnancy

•   Sibling Preparation for Children 
(ages 2 1/2-3 1/2 and 4-6) –  
includes tour

•  Tour

10 Call 978-287-3777 for more information.

•   Create the Life You Want:  
A Vision Board Workshop

•   Dying…Everybody’s Doing It! Living Life Fully, 
Preparing to Die Well

•   International Day of Awesomeness!

•   Keys to Independence

•   Living Whole - Part I: Mind; Part II: Body;  
Part III: Spirit

•   Moving with Grief - Moving on with Life

•   People Reading: A Positive Edge

•   Unexpected Twists – Stories of What Life Hands Us (delightful or difficult)

•   Exercise & Weight Loss 
Prevention Program for those at 
Risk for Heart Disease or Type 2 
Diabetes 

•   Hypnosis to Lose Weight

•   Introduction to Self-Compassion-
Based Eating Awareness Training

•   Losing It & Loving It!

•   Weight Loss Management 
Exercise Program (in collabora-
tion with Emerson-Mass General 
Weight Loss Program)
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‘‘‘‘
In my 
OWN 
voice

“The staff at Emerson were surprised that I didn’t 
have symptoms, such as headaches or dizziness, 
because my A1C, which indicates blood sugar con-
trol, was 16, which is off the charts.  They told me 
that my pancreas is still producing some insulin, 
which is good; I currently take a small dose of in-
sulin by injection every day.

“I was a patient at Emerson for three days, and  
before I left they made appointments for my wife, 
Sue, and me with Cheryl and Ena.  Everyone has 
been phenomenal in terms of providing us with all 
the information we need.  I wasn’t aware that there 
are diabetes educators.  Cheryl helps people with 
lifestyle management and explains why you need 
to eat the right things and exercise.  I’ve always 
been active.  We go ocean kayaking, and I’m in  
a yoga class.

“As far as eating goes, I know what my parameters 
are—mainly 60 grams per meal of carbs.  Sue has 

been fantastic at helping me monitor that.  For  
example, we measure pasta before it goes on my 
plate.  I’m in construction management, so I live 
with measurements and metrics; that’s my world.   
If I’m ordering lunch at a deli, I’ll go on my smart-
phone to find out how many carbs are in a slice  
of whole wheat bread.  I try to consume foods that 
won’t affect my blood sugar level.  

“We entertain a lot and cook like crazy.  It’s hard  
to walk away from all that, so we’re starting to  
adjust our recipes by bringing in different ingredi-
ents.  Dr. Goller has told me that it’s okay to make 
a mistake every once in a while.  In other words,  
if I decide to have a piece of birthday cake, it’s not 
going to be the end of the world. 

“Still, this has been a year of transitions.  I never 
had to worry about what I ate or what I weighed.  
Now I do.  The diagnosis made me think about  
my father; it’s hard to get closure when your father 

died at age 49.  I’m concerned about the genetic 
aspect of type 1 diabetes because I have five  
children.  One of my boys asked me ‘is this what  
I have to look forward to?’

“But when I start worrying, getting off track or  
fretting about my health, Cheryl reins me in.  She 
encourages me to just go about my life and not  
attribute everything—a cold, a stomachache—to 
diabetes.  Cheryl is a force of nature.  More than 
once, she’s said to me: ‘don’t be the mayor of 
crazy town, Gary.’  

“By July, four months after I was diagnosed, my 
A1C level was down to normal; it went from 16 to 
6.  Dr. Goller sent me a letter with the results and 
wrote a note that said, ‘Wow: congratulations!  
Can you keep it up?’  That’s what I plan to do.   
My job is to give Dr. Goller the metrics she needs 
by testing myself regularly and telling her what I’m 
eating.  It’s still a learning experience for me.

“Everyone I need is there at Emerson.  The fact is,  
I feel fantastic, and I’ve learned that type 1 diabetes 
is not a death sentence.”

 
For more information on diabetes management, 
please call the Agarwal Diabetes Center at 
978-287-8590.

Gary Hall wasted  
no time in turning 
his health around.

Gary Hall
Living well with type 1 diabetes 

11

It’s not easy to absorb the news of a serious diagnosis when you have no symptoms and are feeling well.  

That was Gary Hall’s situation in March 2014 when Jay Krasner, MD, his primary care physician, phoned  

to tell him that a routine blood test revealed his blood sugar level was so high that he needed to come to 

Emerson right away.  Mr. Hall was distressed to learn that he has type 1 diabetes; his father died of compli-

cations from the disease at age 49.  But the Sudbury resident, who is 56, wasted no time in turning his 

health around.  He says all the support he needed was at Emerson, including Anca Goller, MD, his endocri-

nologist; Cheryl Laundry, RN, CDE, certified diabetes educator; and Ena Sandler, RD, dietitian.  
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Most newborns spit up, as most new parents 
find out.  A few babies also have acid reflux, 
where the stomach contents back up into the 
esophagus.  It causes significant discomfort. 

Erin Connor knew that her son, Nolan, had 
severe reflux.  “He had all those symptoms 
from the time he was born,” says Ms. 
Connor, noting that Nolan is her first child.  
“We put him on a special baby formula, but 
he continued to spit up and cry.  Nolan was 
also a noisy breather.”  

She didn’t worry about it until Nolan was 
two weeks old.  “We were changing his  
diaper and, when we turned him over, he 
choked and turned blue,” recalls the 
Tewksbury resident.  “We rushed him to  
the hospital.  He was all right, but that was 
when tracheomalacia was first mentioned.”

Tracheomalacia is a condition where the 
cartilage surrounding the windpipe isn’t 
strong enough to support it.  As a result, 
when a child exhales, the windpipe can  
narrow to the point where it is difficult to 
breathe.  The condition can be serious— 
and for the parents of a newborn, it can  
be nerve-wracking. 

“I was very concerned about the combina-
tion of Nolan’s breathing pattern and  
reflux,” says Joan Eagan, MD, Nolan’s pedia-
trician at Pediatrics West.  “I coordinated  
a follow-up appointment for him at the 
Pediatric Airway/Swallowing/Voice Center, 
which brings together a whole team, includ-
ing various pediatric specialists.”  The  
center is a joint program of Mass Eye and 
Ear (MEE) and MassGeneral Hospital for 
Children (MGHfC).

The center’s co-directors, Christopher 
Hartnick, MD, a pediatric otolaryngologist at 
MEE, and M. Shannon Fracchia, MD, a pedi-
atric pulmonologist at MGHfC, performed an 
endoscopy, a procedure to visually examine 
Nolan’s upper digestive system.  They con-
firmed that he had tracheomalacia.  

“It explained Nolan’s noisy breathing,” says 
Ms. Connor.  “They decided that, because 
his airway is somewhat compromised, we 
should treat him as though he has asthma.  
At the first sign of a cold, we give him in-
haled medication.”  Nolan hasn’t experi-
enced another breathing episode.

The goal: give Nolan time to grow

But his acid reflux continued to present a 
problem.  “We were lucky to meet Dr. Hardy 
when we brought Nolan to the first appoint-
ment at the Mass Eye and Ear clinic,”  
says Ms. Connor of Stephen Hardy, MD,  
a MGHfC pediatric gastroenterologist who  
is on staff at Emerson.  “We’ve continued to 
see Dr. Hardy at his office on Baker Avenue 
in Concord.”

Dr. Hardy suggested that the Connors 
thicken Nolan’s baby formula with oatmeal.  
“That’s what we did, and the situation im-
proved,” says Ms. Connor.  “Fortunately, de-
spite his reflux, Nolan has never had a 
problem with gaining weight.  He’s always 
been a porker.”

By the time Nolan was eight months old, 
new symptoms arose that caused Dr. Eagan 
to suspect that he could have additional 
food allergies.  She suggested that he see 
Sara Narayan, MD, a pediatric allergist at 
Allergy West.  “We learned that he has milk 
intolerance, so the decision was made that 
Nolan will be dairy-free for his first 18 
months,” says his mother.  “It hopefully will 
pass.  For now, we’re keeping a food diary.” 

Nolan turned one in December, and he’s 
doing much better under Dr. Eagan’s watch-
ful eye.  “She’s incredible,” says Ms. 
Connor.  “Dr. Eagan is on top of everything 
and always knows when Nolan has seen Dr. 
Hardy or Dr. Narayan.  It’s like Nolan is her 
only patient, and we know that’s not true.

“It’s so comforting to have Dr. Eagan as 
Nolan’s pediatrician.  I appreciate how she 
encourages us by saying that the older Nolan 
gets, the stronger he’ll be.”

Directing her patients to the right specialists 
while simultaneously supporting their par-
ents is what a good pediatrician does, says 
Dr. Eagan.  “I’m happy to coordinate the  
specialists and maintain good, ongoing com-
munication with everyone involved,” she 
adds.  “As I’ve told the Connors, the goal is 
to balance the various specialty recommen-
dations while we give Nolan time to grow.”

Specialty care is coordinated by an admired pediatrician

All the care a baby needs

“It’s like Nolan is her only patient, and 
we know that isn’t true,” says Erin 
Connor about her son’s pediatrician, 
Joan Eagan, MD. 
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Life improves after treatment

Talking back to depression

Feeling depressed is one thing; living 
with chronic depression is another.  
For years, Elizabeth Dagostino tried 
various antidepressants, along with 
psychotherapy, but her depression 
hung on.  When her father died last 
year, her symptoms became worse.  
But prior to that, she spent 12 days  
in the psychiatric unit at Emerson.   
For the Littleton resident, who is 23, 
successful treatment began there.

“Going into the psych unit was the best  
decision I ever made,” says Ms. Dagostino.  
“It kick-started my wanting to heal and 
made me understand I’m not alone.  On the 
unit, we were all going through the same 
thing.  And the therapists and social workers 
were awesome.”

After her hospital stay, Ms. Dagostino be-
came aware of a relatively new treatment, 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), 
that represents another option for those who 
do not respond to medication.  “Among in-
dividuals with major depressive disorder, 40 
percent don’t respond to the first medication 
we try,” explains Madhavi Kamireddi, MD, 
her psychiatrist at New England Center for 
Mental Health.  “Up to two-thirds of patients 
don’t get adequate symptom relief.  This  
was true of Libby, so I offered her TMS.”

The treatment, which was approved by the 
FDA in 2008 for individuals 18 or older who 
have not responded to medication, delivers 
magnetic pulses to a targeted area of the 
brain, causing activation of specific neuro-
transmitters that affect mood.  TMS treat-
ment consists of 36 sessions over six weeks, 
during which an electromagnetic coil is 
placed against the head.  Before Ms. 
Dagostino began TMS treatment in August 
2014, Dr. Kamireddi conducted a mapping 
procedure that identified the target area of 
the brain for treatment.

It did not take long for Ms. Dagostino to  
notice an improvement in her symptoms.  

“After about a week or so, I felt the change,” 
she recalls.  “I started having days when  
I felt happy all day, and I was smiling all 
day.”  She started a blog, “The stumble:  
living with depression” (libbydags.blogspot.
com) to get the word out that there is  
another treatment option for those who  
are diagnosed with depression and don’t  
respond to medication.

By week two, a steady improvement

For Ms. Dagostino, TMS represents a line of 
demarcation—not just between life before 
and after treatment, but when she began to 
understand what depression does to her.  
“I’m still a sensitive person, and I still feel 
grief about my father,” she says.  “But now I 
understand that depression is its own entity, 
one that inhabits your body.  Since having 
TMS, the depression is still talking, but now 
I’m able to talk back.”

Her father struggled with depression.  “I 
know there is a biological basis for my de-
pression,” says Ms. Dagostino.  “I showed 
signs of anxiety when I was in kindergarten, 
and I knew I was depressed by the time I 
was 12.”  She began seeing Dr. Kamireddi 
for treatment while in high school, when 

she had panic attacks and decided to try 
medication.  “Each medication I tried 
worked for about two years, but then the ef-
fect would fade out.  It’s a difficult process 
to go on and off medication and adjust to 
side effects.”

Dr. Kamireddi has treated a small group of 
patients with TMS; 86 percent have had an 
impressive response, and none has experi-
enced side effects.  “In general, they see 
steady improvement by the second week of 
treatment,” she says.  “We see it ourselves.  
These are patients who felt hopeless after 
trying different medications.  Now they are 
back to living normal lives.”  If a patient has 
another episode of depression later on, they 
can have TMS maintenance treatment.

After her father’s death, Ms. Dagostino was 
overwhelmed with grief and took a leave of 
absence from college, where she was major-
ing in psychology.  Today she feels optimis-
tic about her future and plans to reenroll.   
“I want to get a master’s degree and maybe a 
doctorate,” she says.  

“I’m on medication for now, and I still need 
talk therapy.  But post-TMS, life is different.  
The automatic negative thoughts are gone.”

“The automatic negative thoughts 
are gone,” says Elizabeth Dagostino 
about life after her treatment.

Watch Libby’s story at www.youtube.com/emersonhospital
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Continued from page 5 

and shoulders,” Ms. Gravel  
explains.  “This in turn causes 
compression on the nerves of 
the brain, which results  
in a variety of symptoms, in-
cluding headaches and light 
sensitivity.”  

Dr. Cantu works closely with the 
staff, including on research pro-
tocols aimed at further perfect-
ing the timing and approach to 
therapy.  “I am particularly ex-
cited about the current research 
projects,” he says.  “Our patients 
can receive state-of-the-art  
concussion treatment, and they 
also have access to research  
protocols.”  Current studies are 
focused on the use of Myoworks,  
a form of electro-stimulation, 
and research on the role of  

neuroplasticity-based technology for executive function deficits in  
patients with post-concussion syndrome, which is being funded by 
the National Institutes of Health. 

Concussion center staff also provide baseline concussion assessments, 
a battery of three tests whose results can be used for comparison if a 
concussion is suspected later.  “High school athletes are the largest 
group to come in for baseline concussion assessment, followed by 
middle school and younger athletes,” notes Dr. Cantu, whose 2013 
book, Concussions and Our Kids, presented the science behind his 
concern that kids are especially vulnerable to head trauma.  

In fact, Dr. Cantu’s interest in head injuries began on local playing 
fields in the 1970s; he served as team physician for Acton High School 
football.  By 1986, he had authored an article that described the first 
return-to-play guidelines.  His commitment to the clinical problem  
of treating concussions has never wavered, and athletes from far and 
wide—students and professionals alike—have sought his care. 

Mr. Bergeron suffered three more, milder concussions since the first 
one and has returned to Dr. Cantu for treatment each time.  “My con-
cussions haven’t held me back,” Mr. Bergeron says.  “I’ve improved  
as a player and accomplished things I’m proud of—like helping the 
Bruins win the Stanley Cup in 2011.

“I’m lucky to have Dr. Cantu nearby.  I always say to him ‘I want to 
see you again, but not in your office—maybe at a Bruins game.’”

Continued from page 5

the LSVT BIG™ and LOUD™ 
program, a research-based exer-
cise and voice program that  
emphasizes whole-body move-
ment and speech.  “When we 
learned about LSVT BIG and 
LOUD, that was a real ‘aha’ mo-
ment, because we have many 
patients with Parkinson’s dis-
ease,” says Ms. Enis.  “Four of 
our physical therapists and one 
speech therapist are now certi-
fied, and we regularly see the 
positive impact this specialized 
therapy has on our patients.”

The center’s offerings have  
expanded in response to regular  
requests from Emerson physi-
cians.  “We’ve worked closely 
with Dr. Cantu to develop  
concussion treatments and  
baseline testing,” she says.   
“As a result, we provide the 
newest multidisciplinary  
approaches to the diagnosis  
and treatment of concussion.

“When Dr. Lautz asked us to 
create an exercise program in 
Westford for his weight-loss sur-
gery patients, we were happy  
to do so,” she says, referring to 
David Lautz, MD, medical direc-
tor of the Emerson-Mass General 
Weight Loss Program.  “Our job 
is to support the needs of the 
hospital’s medical staff and 
their patients.”

The new center will have more 
room to accommodate all the  
rehabilitation and specialty ser-
vices for which it is known and 
respected.  And it will include a 
large pediatric gym where chil-
dren with developmental delay 
and movement disorders such 
as cerebral palsy can receive 
treatment.  “Our neurophysical 

gym will also be larger, and it 
will provide the private, quiet 
space that patients with stroke 
and brain injuries need,” Ms. 
Enis notes. 

The new aquatic therapy treat-
ment pool will be used by a  
diverse group of patients: 
wheelchair-bound patients  
who can move freely in water, 
patients with stroke and arthri-
tis and athletes—especially run-
ners—who have stress fractures 
but need aerobic conditioning. 

Popular running clinics and golf 
clinics will continue, along with 
some new offerings.  “We are 
developing a movement assess-
ment program for anyone who 
wants to work, one-on-one, with 
a physical therapist to assess 
their personal movement and 
strength and balance for a spe-
cific sport, such as running or 
tennis,” Ms. Enis explains. 

There’s no plan to outgrow the 
new center, but Ms. Enis and 
the staff will not stop in their 
quest to cover all the bases.  
“We’re here for the commu-
nity,” she says.  “The center’s 
growth has been in response to 
their needs.”

At a glance

The new center, which opens  

this spring, will feature:

• 16,700 square feet

•  Aquatic therapy treatment pool

• Cantu Concussion Center

• Central reception

• Neurophysical gym

• Occupational therapy

• Pediatric gym

•  Private physical therapy rooms

•  Speech and language therapy

“ I’m lucky to have  
Dr. Cantu nearby.   
I always say to him  
‘I want to see you 
again, but not in  
your office—maybe  
at a Bruins game.’”

   – Patrice Bergeron

After a concussion, 
an impressive return to play

Steady growth driven by the  
community’s needs

Athletes from far and wide–students 
and professionals alike–seek concus-
sion treatment from Dr. Cantu.
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Stress, sleep, texting while driving are areas of concern

For 16 years, the Emerson Hospital Youth Risk Behavior Survey 
(YRBS) has provided a valuable snapshot of the behavior of area 
middle school and high school students.  Each of the biannual surveys 
has created awareness among parents and educators, and they have 
been used by school districts to shape curricula. 

The results of the 2014 YRBS, which is the largest of its kind in 
Massachusetts, offers the same opportunities.  The data, compiled 
from 10,578 students in grades 6, 8 and 9 through 12 from eight 
school districts, reflects a 90 percent participation rate and is therefore 
highly credible.  And like past YRBS surveys, the new findings  
include areas for concern, along with some good news. 

The 2014 survey shows that stress levels are creeping up.  Among 
high school students, 61 percent report experiencing high or very 
high levels of stress due to their academic workload compared with 
59 percent in 2012.  Among middle school students, about 25 per-
cent of sixth-graders and 43 percent of eighth-graders report experi-
encing high levels of stress.

“It begins with peer pressure during elementary school, which is  
followed by parental and self-imposed pressure to excel in extracur-

ricular activities, such as sports, 
plays, etc.,” notes Jessica 
Rubinstein, MD, chair of pediatrics 
at Emerson and a pediatrician  
at Harvard Vanguard Medical 
Associates (HVMA)-Concord.   
“As kids get older, the pressure  
tends to be due more to academic 
achievement and the competitive 
college admission process.”

As a pediatrician, Dr. Rubinstein 
sees stress-related symptoms in her 
patients.  “My patients come in 
with stomachaches and headaches, 
and I can feel the tension in their 
necks,” she says.  “Some kids aren’t 
getting enough sleep, which ampli-
fies their stress levels.”

In fact, sleep deprivation is another 
area that registered concern in the 
new survey.  Despite the fact that 
the American Association of 
Pediatrics recommends that middle 
and high school students receive  
between 8.5 and 9.5 hours of sleep 
each night, 71 percent of high 

school students report getting seven hours or less.  In 2012, 69 percent 
of students reported getting inadequate sleep.

“Sleep is an essential element for maintaining health, especially  
for youth, who are growing and who experience very high levels of  
activity during the day,” says Dr. Rubinstein.

Use of electronic devices produces troubling behaviors

Other behavioral concerns have to do with use of electronic devices.  
Although bullying is down, most likely due to prevention efforts by 
school departments, electronic bullying is up.  Among sixth-graders 
who have been repeatedly bullied electronically, 24 percent reported 
seriously considering suicide.  Among high school students, the figure 
climbs to 42 percent.  

Distracted driving represents another disturbing trend. Approximately 
43 percent of high school students report driving a car while using  
a cell phone to text, surf the web or access social media.  “One won-
ders if the law is being enforced and if it’s actually enforceable,” says 
Dr. Rubinstein.  “This is an area where we might need to reinforce 
the message through peer pressure.”

That seemed to work with drinking and driving; the number of high 
school students who rode with an impaired driver in 2014 dropped to 
13 percent—down from 17 percent in 2012.  “I believe the initiative, 
Students Against Destructive Decisions, played a role,” says Dr. 
Rubinstein.  Alcohol use and use of illegal drugs also have declined. 

The YRBS’s impact lies in the way it helps educators to develop  
and fine-tune curricula.  “The data and insights from Emerson’s  
Youth Risk Behavior Survey are essential to our educators,” says 
Kristen Herbert, director of teaching and learning for Concord-
Carlisle regional schools.  “It allows them to create health educational 
curricula and programs that will make a positive impact on our  
students’ lives.”

Youth Risk Behavior Survey  
provides another useful snapshot

Youth Risk Behavior  
Survey: 2014 Participation

Emerson’s Youth Risk Behavior 

Survey (YRBS) is the largest  

of its kind in Massachusetts.  

Ninety percent of eligible  

students in grades 6, 8 and 

high school—a total of 10,578  

students—participated from 

the following school districts:

•  Acton-Boxborough

•  Concord-Carlisle

•  Groton-Dunstable

•  Harvard

•  Littleton

•  Maynard

•   Nashoba Regional School 

District (Bolton, Lancaster 

and Stow)

•   Westford



Camp teaches the disabled to ride a bike

Emerson’s Center for Rehabilitative and Sports Thera-

pies is partnering with Lawrence Academy to present 

iCan Bike Camp in April 2015, which will be open to 

children age eight and up, as well as teens and adults 

who have a diagnosed disability but are able to side-step and walk without 

assistive devices.  Over the course of five days, iCan Bike Camp, which will be 

held at the Lawrence Academy Hockey Rink, 26 Powder House Road, Groton, 

combines adapted bicycles, a specialized instructional program and trained 

staff to teach attendees to ride conventional bikes and become lifelong, inde-

pendent riders.  To learn more, visit www.icanshine.org/ican-bike-groton-ma. 

Concord artist’s work on view in Sudbury

Paintings by Andy Newman, a Concord resident, 

are being exhibited at Emerson Medical at Sud-

bury through April 30.  The exhibition features a 

wide representation of Mr. Newman’s work from 

more than two decades, including paintings  

of figures, landscapes and abstract canvases.   

The most recent work was inspired by his travel abroad, as well as in New 

England.  Emerson Medical at Sudbury is located at 490 Boston Post Road  

in Sudbury (Route 20 in Chiswick Park).

Christine Schuster cited as top Massachusetts leader

Becker’s Hospital Review, a respected national newsletter about the hospital 

industry, released its list of “130 women hospital and health system leaders to 

know.”  Christine Schuster, president and CEO of Emerson, was included on 

the 2014 list, along with only a few other female hospital executives in Mas-

sachusetts.  Women are chosen for demonstrating “outstanding leadership 

within the hospital and healthcare industry based on a wide range of manage-

ment and leadership skills, including oversight of hospital or healthcare sys-

tem operations, financial turnarounds and quality improvement initiatives.”

Newsworthy notes for Emerson physician practices

Ayleen Gregorian, DPM, has added a new location in Acton for her podiatry 

practice.  In addition to offices in Sudbury and Lexington, she now has an  

office at 411 Mass Ave., Suite 202, Acton.  The phone is 978-501-7176.

RSC New England, the reproductive endocrinology and infertility practice of 

Drs. Carla DiGirolamo, Isaac Glatstein, Kerri Luzzo, Samuel Pang, Samuel 

Pauli and Kristen Wright, has changed its name.  The new name is  IVF New 

England; the phone remains 781-674-1200.

Richard Schwartz, MD, gastroenterologist, has closed his practice in Ayer and 

relocated to the main campus of Emerson Hospital.  His new office is located 

in the John Cuming Building, Suite 510; the phone is 978-776-6186.

News from Emerson

Support Groups & Special Services
support groups

Alcohol and Substance Abuse Support   
978-287-3520

Aphasia Conversation Group  
978-287-8238

Cancer Caregivers Support Group 
978-287-3428

Grief Support Group – Loss Due to Illness 
978-287-3428

Melanoma Support 
800-557-6352

New Mothers Group  
978-287-0221 

Oral, Head and Neck Cancer Support   
978-287-3428 

Parkinson’s Support  
978-369-0419 

Sleep Disorders Support  
978-287-3741

Surgical Weight Loss Support 
978-287-3532

Widowed Outreach Support 
800-696-6424

special services

Alzheimer’s Information  
800-272-3900

CPR  
978-287-3050

Cardiac Rehabilitation  
978-287-3732

Chronic Lung Disease Program  
978-287-8300

Gambling Problems  
978-287-3520

Heart Failure Program  
978-287-8300

Home Health Service  
978-287-8300

Care Dimensions (formerly Hospice of the 
North Shore & Greater Boston) 
888-283-1722  

Nutritional Counseling   
978-287-3782

Pastoral Care   
978-287-3015

 
 
Pediatric Intervention Team  
978-287-3422

Pelvic Health/Bladder Control  
978-287-8200

Physician Referral 
877-9-EMERSON or 877-936-3776

Pulmonary – Better Breathers Club  
978-287-3715 

REACH (hotline for domestic violence) 
800-899-4000

Speech and Language Screening for Preschoolers  
978-287-8200

Sports Rehabilitation 
978-287-8200

Volunteer Program  
978-287-3200

Wound Care Center   
978-287-8550

e m e r s o n  h o s p i t a l
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e m e r s o n

For more information on care at Emerson Hospital, call the toll-free Physician Referral Line: 877-9-EMERSON (877-936-3776) or visit the hospital’s web 
site at www.emersonhospital.org.

Advisor
your health questions answered by our experts.

Q

Q

Q

Am I putting my hearing at risk by being exposed to loud music on a regular basis?

What are the benefits of having an ongoing relationship with a primary care physician  
vs. going to an urgent care center?

I have been diagnosed with atrial fibrillation.  What do I need to know?

your health questions answered by our experts.

Even brief exposure to loud sounds can put you 
at risk for damaging your hearing—temporarily or 
permanently.  If you know that you will be exposed 
to loud noises, such as a lawn mower or music in 
an exercise class, you should use hearing protection.  
Foam earplugs, which are available at any drugstore, 
can help protect your hearing.  People who have 
chronic exposure to noise at work or recreationally 
can have custom hearing protection made so the fit 
is right for them.  

Whereas hearing loss used to be a condition more 
commonly seen in the geriatric population, we are 
seeing permanent, nerve-related hearing loss in 

younger people who have been exposed to loud 
sounds.  If you are concerned that your hearing 
has declined, or if your child has failed the hearing 
screening, you may want to seek the attention of an 
otolaryngologist and/or audiologist to examine the 
ears and check the hearing.  

Keep in mind that today’s hearing aids and hearing 
protection are barely noticeable, and the technology 
continues to improve. 

jennifer setlur, md
Otolaryngologist – Massachusetts Eye and Ear,  
Concord

If you don’t have a primary care physician, then no 
one is thinking about your preventive care—check-
ing your blood pressure and cholesterol, and making 
sure you have regular mammograms, colonoscopies 
or immunizations, such as a yearly flu shot and  
tetanus shot every ten years.  

Also, without a primary care physician, care is frag-
mented; no one has the full picture of your health 
history and patterns of illness.  We often rely on this 
information to diagnose health problems, such as 
urinary tract infections, which could be the result of  
a structural abnormality.  Over time, as we get to 

know a patient, it’s easier to tell if someone has a 
serious illness because we develop a sense of what 
the patient is like when they are healthy. 

While some people may choose to seek care at one 
of the urgent care centers, perhaps as a convenience 
during an acute illness, it should not be instead 
of the ongoing care that a primary care physician 
provides.  

ann quinn, md
Primary Care Physician – Acton Medical Associates

Atrial fibrillation is a common arrhythmia—abnormal 
heart rhythm.  As our population ages, an increasing 
number of individuals have conditions that predis-
pose them to atrial fibrillation: high blood pressure, 
coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure and 
valvular heart disease.  Also, as people age, their 
hearts may undergo structural changes that make 
them vulnerable for atrial fibrillation.

We often diagnose the condition during an office 
exam when an irregular heartbeat is identified.  Some 
individuals report palpitations and shortness of 
breath.  We typically confirm atrial fibrillation by  
performing an EKG (electrocardiogram) in the office.

There are two treatment considerations: first, does 
the patient require medication, either to control their 
heart rate or prevent them from having atrial fibrilla-
tion episodes, and second, do we need to protect the 
patient from suffering a stroke?  Treatment is based 
on the patient’s individual medical profile.  Patients 
who need to be on a blood-thinning agent to lower 
their risk of stroke are pleased when they learn about 
the new anticoagulation medications, which don’t 
require regular blood tests.  

kay lee kim, md   
Cardiologist – Emerson Cardiovascular Associates
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CARDIOLOGY 

Kay Lee Kim, MD 
Emerson Cardiovascular Associates 

131 Old Road to Nine Acre Corner, Suite 330 

Concord, 978-287-8767 

www.emersoncardiovascular.org  

3 Accepting new patients

Dr. Kim earned her medical degree from Boston Uni-

versity School of Medicine and completed a residency 

in internal medicine at Beth Israel Deaconess Medi-

cal Center (BIDMC).  She completed her fellowship 

training in cardiology and electrophysiology at UMass 

Memorial Medical Center and BIDMC.  Dr. Kim is 

board-certified in internal medicine, nuclear cardiology, 

echocardiography, cardiovascular disease and clinical 

cardiac electrophysiology. 

Clinical interests: Cardiac arrhythmias, cardiac device 

implantation, non-invasive cardiac testing and general 

cardiology

DERMATOLOGY 

Julie Fenner, MD
Dermatology Associates of Concord 

290 Baker Avenue, Suite 220N 

Concord, 978-369-9023 

3 Accepting new patients

Dr. Fenner earned her medical degree from the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Medical School and completed 

an internship at Inova Fairfax Hospital/Georgetown 

University Transitional Residency Program.  She  

completed her residency in dermatology at UMass 

Memorial Medical Center.  Dr. Fenner is board-certified 

in dermatology.  

Clinical interests: Pediatric dermatology and general 

dermatology 

FAMILY MEDICINE  

Kavitha Gazula, MD  
Integrative Family Medicine Associates 

529 Main Street, Unit B 

Acton, 978-635-1800 

3 Accepting new patients

Dr. Gazula received her medical degree from Bangalore 

Medical College in India.  She completed a residency 

in family medicine at UMass Memorial Medical Center 

and a fellowship in integrative and holistic medicine 

at Greater Lawrence Family Health Center.   She is an 

assistant clinical professor at the Boston University 

School of Medicine and an attending physician at Bos-

ton Medical Center.  Dr. Gazula is board-certified in 

family medicine and sees pediatric and adult patients.  

She is fluent in Spanish, Hindi, Telugu and Kannada.  

Clinical interests: Women’s health, medical acupunc-

ture, lifestyle medicine and chronic disease

ADULT HOSPITALIST 

Michael Soliman, MD  
Emerson Hospital 

133 Old Road to Nine Acre Corner 

Concord, 978-369-1400  

www.emersonhospital.org

Dr. Soliman earned his medical degree from the  

University of Alexandria School of Medicine in Alexan-

dria, Egypt.  He completed his residency at Cambridge 

Health Alliance and a clinical fellowship at Harvard 

Medical School.  Dr. Soliman is board-certified in  

internal medicine.  

Dr. Soliman cares for hospitalized patients only. 

INTERNAL MEDICINE

Teli Leung-Galecki, MD    
Acton Medical Associates 

321 Main Street 

Acton, 978-635-8700 

www.actonmedical.com  

3 Accepting new patients

Dr. Leung-Galecki graduated from the University of 

Massachusetts Medical School and completed an in-

ternship and residency in internal medicine at UMass 

Memorial Medical Center. She is board-certified in 

internal medicine. 

Clinical interests: General primary care and  

perioperative evaluation

MIDWIFERY

Emily Bearse, CNM    
AFA Obstetrics & Gynecology 

131 Old Road to Nine Acre Corner, Suite 830 

Concord, 978-371-1396 

www.afaobgyn.com  

3 Accepting new patients

Ms. Bearse is a certified nurse-midwife.  She received 

a master’s degree in nursing with a specialty in mid-

Emerson Hospital is pleased to introduce the following new clinicians.
OnCall



wifery from Emory University.  She also has a master’s 

degree in public health from Boston University School 

of Public Health.  She is board-certified in midwifery. 

Clinical interests: Vaginal birth after cesarean, contra-

ception counseling and management 

PEDIATRIC OTOLARYNGOLOGY

Jennifer Setlur, MD  
Massachusetts Eye and Ear - Concord 

54 Baker Avenue, Suite 303 

Concord, 978-369-8780  

www.masseyeandear.org 

3 Accepting new patients

Dr. Setlur earned her medical degree from New York 

University School of Medicine.  She completed a resi-

dency at SUNY Upstate Medical University and a fel-

lowship in pediatric otolaryngology at Massachusetts 

Eye and Ear.  She is an instructor in the department of 

otology and laryngology at Harvard Medical School.  

Dr. Setlur is board-certified in otolaryngology. 

Clinical interests: Voice disorders, airway problems, 

cough, general pediatric ENT problems

PODIATRY

Jennifer L. Buchanan, DPM   
Sandra M. Weakland, DPM PC 

54 Baker Avenue, Suite 103 

Concord, 978-369-5282 

www.concordfeet.com 

3 Accepting new patients

Dr. Buchanan graduated from the Dr. William M. 

Scholl College of Podiatric Medicine in North Chicago, 

Illinois.  She completed a residency in podiatric medi-

cine and surgery at Cambridge Health Alliance, where 

she was the podiatric surgery chief resident and served 

as a Harvard University clinical fellow in surgery.  

Clinical interests: Sports medicine, trauma, forefoot 

and rearfoot reconstructive surgery

Jay and Judy Keyes are dedicated 
to Concord and Emerson Hospital

Jay and Judy Keyes know that planned giving results in benefits to 
those who make the gift, as well as the organization that will receive 
it.  That is why the couple, who live in Concord, recently made a  
second unrestricted planned gift to Emerson.  The hospital will be 
able to apply the Keyes’s gifts where the funds are needed most.

Their charitable gift annuity again resulted in an immediate income 
tax deduction and is producing lifetime fixed quarterly payments.   
It is an arrangement that just makes sense, says Mr. Keyes, who 
served as chairman of Boston Financial Group until his retirement.

“The tax incentives associated with a charitable annuity are consider-
able and should not be ignored,” he notes.  “If you have a highly  
appreciated stock that is not paying any dividend, you can make a 
gift of it at its market value, avoiding taxation and gaining an income 
stream.  Making our first charitable gift annuity to Emerson was a 
good decision, which is why we made another.”

“We are grateful to the Keyes’s for their multiple planned gifts, as  
we are to everyone who has included Emerson Hospital in their  
estate plan,” says Karl Kussin, vice president of development and 
chief philanthropy officer.  “Planned gifts create a wonderful,  
ongoing foundation of support for the hospital.”

Because Mr. and Mrs. Keyes care deeply about Concord and its  
institutions, they appreciate Emerson Hospital and the high-quality 
care provided there.  “I’ve met such wonderful staff there—especially 
the nurses,” says Mrs. Keyes.  “The care is so very good and  
delivered with skill and warmth.”

It has inspired the couple to support the hospital, adds Mr. Keyes.  
“We give to Emerson because, living in Concord, we’re so fortunate 
to have such an excellent hospital, with such caring and warm-
hearted professionals, close by.”

For additional information on planned giving, please visit www.emerson-
hospital.org/plannedgiving. If you would like to discuss the benefits  
of a planned gift, please contact Karl Kussin, vice president and chief  
philanthropy officer, at 978-287-3081 or email him at kkussin@emerson-
hosp.org. 1919



Emerson Hospital is an acute care medical center 
located in Concord with health centers in Bedford, 
Groton, Sudbury and Westford. It is well known for 
its medical and surgical specialists, outstanding nurs-
ing care and patient-centered services, including the 
Clough Birthing Center, the Mass General Cancer 
Center at Emerson Hospital-Bethke, the Polo Emer-
gency Center and the Clough Surgical Center.

www.emersonhospital.org 
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Front cover: Thanks to a thoughtful treatment plan, Patrice Bergeron of the Boston Bruins returned 
to the ice after a serious concussion.
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Join us at Emerson Hospital’s annual Family Health and Wellness Expo on Saturday, May 16, 9:00 
am to 1:30 pm, at the hospital’s main campus located at 133 Old Road to Nine Acre Corner in  
Concord.  The popular event will feature free screenings, cancer and general health information, 
conversations with health and wellness experts, children’s activities and more.

Note that registration is required for the following screenings: skin cancer, lipid profile/cholesterol 
(with a 12-hour fast required), prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and thyroid function.  Please call 
1-877-936-3776 to register after March 15. 

No registration is required for chair massage, body fat analysis or screenings for blood pressure, 
bone density, diabetes, oral cancer, respiratory or postural problems.

There also will be free demonstrations of several integrative therapies.  Family fun will include  
face-painting, paramedic truck tours, kids’ fitness activities and games.

For more information, visit Emerson’s Facebook page, website (www.emersonhospital.org) or 
watch the local media.

Emerson’s Annual Family Health Expo  
is on Saturday, May 16


